
Join Kevin Crawford and collaborators Caroline Boersma and Chiari Claudi in
workshops from April onwards through this spring and summer. Each workshop

opens another window on the ever changing and renewing field of voice practice.
See below and go to https://kevincrawfordvoice.com/ 

for full details in English, French and Italian
 

THE VOCAL RAINBOW
With Caroline Boersma and Kevin Crawford 

20/21 APRIL
TEATRO NUNC CASTIGLION FIORENTINO

Discover the COLOURS OF THE VOICE and ENJOY THE VOICE FREESTYLE
An investigation of THE COLOURS OF THE VOICE: from the softest tones to strident sounds, from deep

warm syllables to light airy notes. THE VOICE FREESTYLE invites us to enter into a zone of creative
sound, following the will o’ the wisp twists and turns of our own voices and then mixing them with a
partner’s voice, reaching out to a group of voices. The Cello with its own palette of colour and texture

accompanies and, like the Pied Piper, leads us in our explorations.

https://kevincrawfordvoice.com/


This two-day workshop can either be followed in its entirety or for one day only as each day is fully
independent and themed in a separate but complimentary way.

Further Information mailto:carolineaboersma@gmail.com

 
And Coming Soon….

 
THE VOICE – A KEY TO UNLOCKING CREATIVITY

Intensive Workshop with Kevin Crawford & Chiara Claudi
7-9 June 2024 

Teatro Nunc Castiglion Fiorentino
This intensive workshop opens the many doors of the voice, and lets us explore our creativity and presence

through that medium
Further Information: kevincrawfordvoice@gmail.com

 
FOLLOW YOUR VOICES

with Kevin Crawford
25/26/27 June 2024

Centre Artistique International Roy Hart
Each voice tells a unique story; no two stories are the same. And every voice tells many stories.

Further information and inscriptions : Follow your voices

 
THE PROTEAN VOICE

Intensive Workshop with Kevin Crawford and Caroline Boersma: A Protean voice – finding Form in Text
and Song 

22-25 August 2024
Teatro Nunc Castiglion Fiorentino

This intensive workshop is a rare opportunity to engage with Kevin Crawford and Caroline Boersma on a
profound journey through your own voice and its protean expressiveness

Further Information: mailto:kevincrawfordvoice@gmail.com

Kevin Crawford
Via Giuseppe Ghizzi, 6, 52043, Castiglion Fiorentino
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